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Cynergy CrossFit Kids is a strength and 
conditioning program that is specifically designed 
for kids and teenagers and helps them develop a 
lifelong love of fitness. In a group setting, children 
and teens participate in fun and engaging workouts 
that deliver measurable results and prepare them to 
be well-rounded athletes. 

Cynergy CrossFit Kids workouts consist of 
constantly varied, functional movements that deliver 
a fitness that is broad, inclusive and general and 
scaleable for any participant at any level.  

What does that mean? 

This means that, for the most part, no two workouts 
are the same, so kids and teens never get bored 
and the novelty of each workout keeps them excited 
about participating. The functional movements 
involve exercises that are fundamental to all things 
that kids need to do when they play: pull, push, run, 
throw, climb, lift and jump. All of the movements are 

taught safely and effectively under the close 
supervision of thoroughly trained CrossFit Kids 
Trainers.

10 Fitness Domains

Our workouts will increase physical competence in 
10 fitness domains: Cardiovascular and Respiratory 
Endurance, Stamina, Strength, Flexibility, Power, 
Speed, Coordination, Agility, Balance, and 
Accuracy.

Our workouts are scaleable and will be tailored so 
that each participant is challenged regardless of 
whether they are less active or an accomplished 
athlete.

Typical class for ages 5-11

A typical class will consist of a warm-up, skill work 
(may be gymnastics, a particular lift, or a life skill), 
the workout and we always end with a fun game!

Cynergy CrossFit Kids is not 
simply a scaled down version of 
CrossFit, it is entirely absolutely 
CrossFit geared and designed 
for a special population and the 
specific developmental needs of 
that population.

(neurological, cognitive, motor)
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Our Goals

★ Our goal is to hone life skills.  Unfortunately, 
working and sticking to something is not the norm 
with children today.  

★ Our kids will have a true understanding that you 
have to work hard at fitness and that fitness is a 
part of health.  

★ Our kids will have a completely different notion of 
what is possible and what is not possible.  

★ We will teach kids how to fail and to fail with 
dignity.  

★ We will applaud their efforts and encourage them 
to try harder next time.  

★ We will attempt to change our children’s 
perceptions of themselves.  More important than 
“How do I look?” is “What can I do?”

How Can you Help as a Parent? 

We encourage parents to support their children and 
the class, stay and spectate from the sidelines, cheer, 
participate in CrossFit adult classes, help their 
children maintain consistency in CrossFit attendance, 
and provide healthy meals at home and for school. 

We will have seating available for you in the viewing 
area.  You are encouraged to stay and watch, but 
please leave coaching up to us.  Please bring a water 
bottle labeled with your child’s name and be sure to 
dress them in comfortable gym clothes and sneakers.

What is required of our CrossFit Kids?

Generally, we would like children to maintain self 
control and not act against the coaches' instructions. 
Inappropriate behavior for children includes but is not 
limited to: inappropriately distracting others during 
class, not listening to the coaches' instructions, 
disobeying coaches' instructions, disrespecting 
others, disrespecting equipment, creating a 
dangerous environment for self and others, criticizing 
others, or acting without own or other children's safety 
in mind.

The movements involve exercises that 
are fundamental to all things that kids 

need to do when they play
PULL, PUSH, RUN, THROW

CLIMB, LIFT & JUMP

"It's a fun 
way to 
exercise 
with other 
kids.  We 
always end 
with a 
game!"

Kaitlyn, age 11
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Nutrition

Our goal with kids nutrition is to get them to think 
and make good choices about what they eat. Our 
goal is to teach them very basic concepts:  sugar is 
bad, protein is good and you need to eat some in 
every meal. Nuts and seeds are good fats. Eat 
them, don't avoid them. Pasta, white bread, and 
white rice are not that good for you, stuff that's red, 
yellow, green and found in the fruit and vegetable 
aisle is good for you. Eat a lot of it.

Our Coaches

All Cynergy CrossFit coaches have completed the 
CrossFit Level 1 Course and test.  Our Cynergy 
CrossFit Kids Trainers have also completed the 
CrossFit Kids Course and received a criminal 
background check.  These coaches have 
conducted Cynergy CrossFit classes and Boot 
Camps for over 2 years and have continued to 

receive high praise from their trainees and peers. 

Schedule*

Monthly Rates*

★ Visit website for 
current rates.

“I think it’s fun.  
It makes me 
feel good!”

Meghan, age 9

“Cynergy CrossFit Kids is 
an exciting and creative way 
for kids to learn the power 
of exercise while having 
fun.”

Jenn, parent and CrossFitter

The Future of Fitness

*Schedule and rates subject to change.  Please check the website for the most current information.

Ages 5 to 11

Monday, Wednesday 
& Friday 
5 pm to 5:50 pm

This includes an 
optional 20 minutes for 
homework time.  

Summer Schedule 
(July - August)

Monday, Wednesday 
& Friday  @ 10 am

Ages 12 to 18

Monday thru Thursday
4 pm to 5 pm

Friday 5:30 pm to 
6:30 pm

Summer Schedule 
(July - August)

See CrossFit Schedule

NOTE:  Teens are 
required to complete 
Cynergy CrossFit 
Foundations prior to 
joining the class.  

Please visit the site for 
more information.
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About Cynergy

Cynergy CrossFit became a registered CrossFit 
Affiliate in 2007. The founders are Cynthia & Keith 
Brown - who collectively bring decades of experience 
and knowledge to the business. 

The mission is simple. We want to share what we 
know in order to help others with their fitness and to 
increase awareness of the benefits of living a healthy 
lifestyle in order to positively impact the community 
we live in... and have a little more fun along the way!

At Cynergy you begin where you are. No matter your 
age, gender or fitness level the programming is 
based off of your ability and is progressively adjusted 
to meet your individual fitness level.  

Contact us today for a free intro class! 

Cynergy also provides Boot Camps from May to 
August, Crossfit Endurance Training, modified 
CrossFit classes, and hosts the annual First 
Responders Challenge.  There truly is something for 
everyone!

builds self-esteem and self-confidence
in a competitive & supportive environment

“Nick has developed a new sense of self-
confidence not only in CrossFit, but in 
school and the other sports he plays.  He 
loves the social/group atmosphere and is 
so proud of his accomplishments each 
week.  I am so happy we made the decision 
to join the Cynergy family and so thankful 
to Coaches Jen, Cindy, Suzie, and Carse for 
all of their encouragement and support!”

Elise, parent and CrossFitter

"The workouts are fun and the people are 
kind."

Nick, age 14

“I wanna go!”

Joey, age 5


